YUMA MATCHMASTERS, INC.
Multi-Gun/Pistol Caliber Carbine (PCC)
Equipment Divisions
Divisions
Open
Limited

Tactical
Optics

Rifle
No limitations on accessories. Rifle supporting devices (i.e. bipods, etc.) may
be added or removed at any time
Limited rifles may be equipped with no more than one (1) non-magnified
optical sight.

Shotgun
No limitations on accessories

Pistol
No limitations on accessories

Only conventional tubular magazine fed
shotguns are allowed.

Any rifle supporting devices to include but not limited to bipods and
monopods or a device that deploy legs and or supports and elevates the
muzzle end of the gun are prohibited. Forward grips less than five inches
long are acceptable.

No electronic or optical sights, supporting
devices (i.e. bipods, etc.), compensators
or porting on barrels, or speed loaders.

Custom or factory installed
electronic sights, optical sights,
compensators or barrel porting
are prohibited.

Rifles shall be equipped with no more than one (1) optical sight.

Shall not start a stage with more than 9
shells in the shotgun.
Only conventional tubular magazine fed
shotguns are allowed.

A magnifier may be used with an optical sight in this division without violating
the one optic rule, provided:
No electronic or optical sights, supporting
devices (i.e. bipods, etc.), compensators
Any rifle supporting devices to include but not limited to bipods and/or
or porting on barrels, or speed loaders
monopods or a device that deploy legs and or supports and elevates the
muzzle end of the gun are prohibited. Forward grips less than five inches
Shall not start a stage with more than 9
long are acceptable.
shells in the shotgun
Compensators are allowed in this division provided the compensator is not
larger than 1 inch in diameter and 3 inches long, measured from the barrel
muzzle to the end of the compensator.
Heavy Metal Scoped rifles shall be equipped with no more than one (1) optical sight.
Only conventional tubular magazine fed
Optics
shotguns are allowed.
A magnifier may be used with an optical sight in this division without violating
No electronic or optical sights, supporting
the one optic rule, provided:
devices (i.e. bipods, etc.), compensators
or porting on barrels, or speed loaders
Any rifle supporting devices to include but not limited to bipods and
Shall not start a stage with more than 9
monopods or a device that deploy legs and or supports and elevates the
muzzle end of the gun are not permitted. Forward grips that are less than five shells in the shotgun
inches long are acceptable.

Custom or factory installed
electronic sights, optical sights,
compensators or barrel porting
are prohibited.

Custom or factory installed
electronic sights, optical sights,
compensators or barrel porting
are prohibited.
Minimum caliber (9mm) can be
used in this division up to .45
ACP caliber

Compensators are allowed in this division provided the compensator is not
larger than 1 inch in diameter and 3 inches long, measured from the barrel
muzzle to the end of the compensator.

2x4 Gun
PCC Only

Rifles shall be .308 Winchester (7.62x51mm NATO) minimum.
Rifle, PCC, Pistol, or SG option on every stage. Must use at least 2 out of the 4 on every stage. No limitations on any firearm
Must use PCC for the entire match, no other firearms allowed.

